xxii	INTRODUCTION
room for an Eastern Papacy. The fact that the Book of
Ceremonies of Constantine Porphyrogenitus has been pre-
served has tended to produce the impression that the life of an
East Roman Emperor was spent in an unbroken succession
of civil and religious formalities, that its most absorbing
care was the wearing of precisely those vestments which
were hallowed by traditional usage. That impression is
misleading, for the Emperor successfully maintained his
right to lead the Byzantine armies in the field, while the folk
of East Rome demanded of their ruler efficiency and personal
devotion. In the constitutional theory of the Empire no
hereditary right to the throne was recognized, though at
times hereditary sentiment might have great influence.
When, under the Macedonian dynasty, that sentiment placed
a student emperor upon the throne, a colleague performed
those military duties which remained part of the imperial
burden. That immense burden of obligation imposed upon
the ruler—the responsibility both for the temporal and
spiritual welfare of his subjects—fashioned the Byzantine
imperial ideal, and that ideal puts its constraint upon the
Sovereign: it may make of him another man :
The courses of his youth promised it not.
The breath no sooner left his father's body.
But that his wildness mortified in him
Seemed to die too.
So it was with Basil II: 'with all sail set he abandoned the
course of pleasure and resolutely turned to seriousness*'1
It is to wrong the Byzantine Emperors to picture them as
cloistered puppets: the Emperor was not merely the source
of all authority both military and civil, the one and only
legislator, the supreme judge, but it was his hand, as George
of Pisidia wrote, which in war enforced the will of Christ.
The East Roman State demanded money—much money:
no Byzantine Sovereign could 'live of his own*. During the
chaos of the breakdown of the imperial administration in
the third century of our era a prodigious inflation sent all
prices rocketing sky-high and the economy of the Empire
threatened to relapse into a system of barter. But the fourth-
1 Psellus, Chronographia, vol. i, ch. 4.

